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Abstract: This paper describes a new method to determine the sources of topics,
that influence the main topics in texts, by analysing directed co-occurrence graphs
using an extended version of the HITS algorithm. Additionally, this method can be
used to identify characteristic terms in texts. In order to obtain the needed directed
term relations the notion of term association is introduced to cover asymmetric real-
life relationships between concepts and it is described how they can be calculated by
statistical means. In the experiments, it is shown that the detected source topics and the
characteristic terms can be used to find similar documents and documents that mainly
deal with them in large corpora like the World Wide Web. In doing so iteratively, it is
possible to easily follow topics by analysing documents from these corpora using this
method. This way, users can be offered this new search function in interactive search
systems that goes beyond a simple presentation of similar documents. This application
will be elaborated on as well.

1 Introduction and Motivation

The selection of characteristic and discriminating terms in texts through weights, often
referred to as keyword extraction or terminology extraction, plays an important role in
text mining and information retrieval. In [KU12] it has been pointed out, that graph-based
methods for the analysis of co-occurrence graphs are well suited for keyword extraction
and deliver comparable results to classic approaches like TF-IDF [SWY75] and difference
analysis [HQW06]. Especially the proposed extended version of the PageRank algorithm,
that takes into account the strength of the semantic term relations in these graphs, is able
to return such characteristic terms and does not rely on reference corpora. In this paper,
the authors extend this approach by introducing a method to not only determine these
keywords, but to also determine terms in texts that can be referred to as source topics.
These terms strongly influence the main topics in texts, yet are not necessarily important
keywords themselves. They are helpful when it comes to applications like following topics
to their roots by analysing documents that cover them primarily. This process can span
several documents.

In order to automatically determine source topics of single texts, the authors present the
idea to apply an extended version of the HITS algorithm [Kle98] on directed co-occurrence
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graphs for this purpose. This solution will not only return the most characteristic terms of
texts like the extended PageRank algorithm, but also the source topics in them. Usually,
co-occurrence graphs are undirected which is suitable for the flat visualisation of term
relations and for applications like query expansion via spreading activation techniques.

Figure 1: A co-occurrence graph for the word ”bread” (http://corpora.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/)

However, real-life associations are mostly directed, e.g. an Audi is a German car but not
every German car is an Audi. The association of Audi with German car is therefore much
stronger than the association of German car with Audi. Therefore, it actually makes sense
to deal with directed term relations.

The HITS algorithm [Kle98], which was initially designed to evaluate the relative impor-
tance of nodes in web graphs (which are directed), returns two list of nodes: authorities
and hubs. Authorities, that are also determined by the PageRank algorithm [PBMW98],
are nodes that are often linked to by many other nodes. Hubs are nodes that link to many
other nodes. Nodes are assigned both a score for their authority and their hub value. For
undirected graphs the authority and the hub score of a node would be the same, which is
naturally not the case for the web graph. Referred to the analysis of directed co-occurrence
graphs with HITS, the authorities are the characteristic terms of the analysed text, whereas
the hubs represent its source topics. Therefore, it is necessary to describe the construction
of directed co-occurrence graphs before getting into the details of the method to determine
the source topics and its applications.

Hence, the paper is organised as follows: the next section explains the methodology used.
In this section it is outlined, how to calculate directed term relations from texts by using
co-occurrence analysis in order to obtain directed co-occurrence graphs. Afterwards, sec-
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tion three presents a method that applies an extended version of the HITS algorithm that
considers the strength of these directed term relations to calculate the characteristic terms
and source topics in texts. Section four focuses on the conducted experiments using this
method. It is also shown that the results of this method can be used to find similar and
related documents in the World Wide Web. Section five concludes the paper and provides
a look at options to employ this method in solutions to follow topics in large corpora like
the World Wide Web.

2 Methodology

Well known measures to gain co-occurrence significance values on sentence level are for
instance the mutual information measure [Büc06], the Dice [Dic45] and Jaccard [Jac01]
coefficients, the poisson collocation measure [QW02] and the log-likelihood ratio [Dun93].
While these measures return the same value for the relation of a term A with another term
B and vice versa, an undirected relation of both terms often does not represent real-life
relationships very well as it has been pointed out in the introduction. Therefore, it is sen-
sible to deal with directed relations of terms. To measure the directed relation of term A
with term B, which can also be regarded as the strength of the association of term A with
term B, the formula 1 of the conditional relative frequency can be used, whereby |A ∩B|
is the number of times term A and B co-occurred in the text on sentence level and |A| is
the number of sentences term A occurred in:

Assn(A → B) =
|A ∩B|

|A|
(1)

Often, this significance differs greatly in regards of the two directions of the relations
when the difference of the involved term frequencies is high. The association of a less
frequently occurring term A with a frequently occurring term B could reach a value of
1.0 when A always co-occurs with B, however B’s association with A could be almost 0.
This means, that B’s occurrence with term A is insignificant in the analysed text. That
is why it is sensible to only take into account the direction of the dominant association
(the one with the higher value) to generate a directed co-occurrence graph for the further
considerations. However, the dominant association should be additionally weighted. In
the example above, term A’s association with B is 1.0. If another term C, which more
frequently appears in the text than A, also co-occurs with term B each time it appears, then
its association value with B would be 1.0, too. Yet, this co-occurrence is more significant
than the co-occurrence of A with B. An additional weight that influences the association
value and considers this fact could be determined by

• the (normalised) number of sentences, in which both terms co-occur or

• the (normalised) frequency of the term A. The normalisation basis could be the
maximum number of sentences, which any term of the text has occurred in.
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The association Assn of term A with term B can then be calculated using the second
approach by:

Assn(A → B) =
|A ∩B|

|A|
·

|A|

|nmax|
,where 0 ≤ Assn ≤ 1. (2)

Hereby, |nmax| is the maximum number of sentences, any term has occurred it. A thus
obtained relation of term A with term B with a high association strength can be interpreted
as a recommendation of A for B. Relations gained by this means are more specific than
undirected relations between terms because of their direction. They resemble a hyperlink
on a website to another one. In this case however, it has not been manually and explicitely
set and it carries an additional weight that indicates the strength of the term association.
The set of all such relations obtained from a text represents a directed co-occurrence graph.
The next step is now to analyse such graphs with an extended version HITS algorithm that
regards these association strengths in order to find the source topics in texts. Therefore,
in the next section the extension of the HITS algorithm is explained and a method that
employs it for the analysis of directed co-occurrence graphs is outlined.

3 The Algorithm

With the help of the knowledge to generate directed co-occurrence graphs it is now pos-
sible to introduce a new method to analyse them in order to find source topics in the texts
they represent. For this purpose the application of the HITS algorithm on these graphs is
sensible due to its working method that has been outlined in the introduction. The list of
hub nodes in these graphs returned by HITS contain the terms that can be regarded as the
source topics of the analysed texts as they represent their inherent concepts. Their hub
value indicates their influence on the most important topics and terms that can be found in
the list of authorities.

For the calculation of these lists using HITS, it is also sensible to also include the strength
of the associations between the terms. These values should also influence the calculation
of the authority and hub values. The idea behind this approach is that a random walker is
likely to follow links in co-occurrence graphs that lead to terms that can be easily asso-
ciated with the current term he is visiting. Nodes, that contain terms that are linked with
a low association value however should not be visited very often. This also means that
nodes that lie on paths with links of high association values should be ranked highly as
they can be reached easily.

Therefore, the formulas for the update rules of the HITS algorithm can be modified to
include the association values Assn. In fact, this step is a necessity when dealing with
co-occurrence graphs because otherwise less important associations would be treated like
more important associations by the HITS algorithm. This is a major difference between
such word nets and the World Wide Web, in which the links exist or do not exist at all.
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The authority value of node x can then be determined using formula 3:

a(x) =
∑
v→x

(h(v) ·Assn(v → x)) (3)

Accordingly, the hub value of node x can be calculated using formula 4:

h(x) =
∑
x→w

(a(w) ·Assn(x → w)) (4)

The following steps are necessary to obtain a list for the authorities and hubs based on
these update rules:

1. Remove stopwords and apply stemming algorithm on all terms in the text. (Op-
tional)

2. Determine the dominant association for all co-occurrences using formula 1, apply
the additional weight on it according to formula 2 and use the set of all these rela-
tions as a directed co-occurrence graph G.

3. Determine the authority value a(x) and the hub value h(x) iteratively for all nodes
x in G using the formulas 3 and 4 until convergence is reached (the calculated val-
ues do not change significantly in two consecutive iterations) or a fixed number of
iteration has been executed.

4. Order all nodes descendingly according to their authority and hub values and return
these two ordered lists with the terms and their authority and hub values.

Now, the effectiveness of this method will be illustrated by experiments.

4 Experiments

4.1 Detection of Authorities and Hubs

The following tables show for two documents of the English Wikipedia the lists of the
10 terms with the highest authority and hub values. To conduct these experiments the
following parameters have been used:

• removal of stopwords

• restriction to nouns

• baseform reduction

• activated phrase detection
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Table 1: Terms and phrases with high authority and hub values of the Wikipedia-article ”Love”:

Term Authority value Term / Phrase Hub value

love 0.54 friendship 0.19
human 0.30 intimacy 0.17
god 0.29 passion 0.14
attachment 0.26 religion 0.14
word 0.21 attraction 0.14
form 0.21 platonic love 0.13
life 0.20 interpersonal love 0.13
feel 0.18 heart 0.13
people 0.17 family 0.13
buddhism 0.14 relationship 0.12

Table 2: Terms and phrases with high authority and hub values of the Wikipedia-article ”Earth-
quake”:

Term Authority value Term / Phrase Hub value

earthquake 0.48 movement 0.18
earth 0.30 plate 0.16
fault 0.27 boundary 0.15
area 0.23 damage 0.15
boundary 0.18 zone 0.15
plate 0.16 landslide 0.14
structure 0.16 seismic activity 0.14
rupture 0.15 wave 0.13
aftershock 0.15 ground rupture 0.13
tsunami 0.14 propagation 0.12

The examples show that the extended HITS algorithm can determine the most charac-
teristic terms (authorities) and source topics (hubs) in texts by analysing their directed
co-occurrence graphs. Especially the hub list for each text provides useful information to
find suitable terms that can be used as search words in queries when background informa-
tion is needed to a specific topic. However, also the terms found in the authority lists can
be used as search words in order to find similar documents. This will be shown in the next
subsection.

4.2 Search Word Extraction

The suitability for these terms as search words will now be shown. For this purpose, the
five most important authorities and the five most important hubs of the Wikipedia article
”Love” have been combined as search queries and sent to Google. Empiric experiments
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have shown that at most five terms and phrases should be used for this purpose. A larger
number would limit the search results too much, while too few terms would return too
many and possibly irrelevant results. The results of this test can be seen in figure 2 and 3.

Figure 2: Search results for the authorities of the Wikipedia article ”Love”

The search results clearly show, that they primarily deal with either the authorities or
the hubs. More experiments confirm this correlation. Using the authorities as queries to
Google it is possible to find similar documents to the analysed one in the Web. Usually, the
analysed document itself is found among the first search results, which is not surprising
though. However, it shows that this approach could be a new way to detect plagiarised
documents. It is also interesting to point out the topic drift in the results when the hubs
have been used as queries. This observation indicates that the hubs of documents can be
used as a means to follow topics across several related documents with the help of Google.
Hereby, it is desirable that the hubs of the analysed documents are the authorities of the
found documents to obtain a chain of documents that are indeed topically depending. This
possibility will be elaborated on in more detail in the next and final section of this paper.
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Figure 3: Search results for the hubs of the Wikipedia article ”Love”

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a new graph-based method to determine source topics in texts based on an
extended version of the HITS algorithm has been introduced and described in detail. Its ef-
fectiveness has been shown in the experiments. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that
the characteristic terms and the source topics that this method finds in texts, can be used as
search words to find similar and related documents in the World Wide Web. Especially the
determined source topics can lead users to documents that primarily deal with these impor-
tant aspects of their originally analysed texts. This goes beyond a simple search for similar
documents as it offers a new way to search for related documents, yet it is not impossible to
find similar documents when the source topics are used in queries. This functionality can
be seen as a useful addition to Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com/), which offers
users the possibility to search for similar scientific articles.

Additionally, interactive search systems can employ this method to provide their users
functions to follow topics across multiple documents. The iterative use of source topics as
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search words in found documents can provide a basis for a fine-grained analysis of topi-
cal relations that exist between the search results of two consecutive queries. Documents
found in later iterations in suchlike search sessions can give users valuable background in-
formation on the content and topics of their originally analysed documents. In this context,
it is also sensible to let users interactively evaluate the topical dependencies of the found
documents. Highly relevant results could be marked and act as a suggestion for other
users to be further examined. This function would be useful for groups or communities
of like-minded people e.g. scientists in a certain field that often deal with domain-specific
knowledge whose aspects have topical dependencies. A fast and correct presentation of
topically depending documents would be a great help for them, especially when they have
a specific information need.

Another interesting application for this method can be seen in the automatic linking of
related documents in large corpora. If a document A primarily deals with the source topics
of another document B, then a link from A to B can be set. This way, the herein de-
scribed approach to obtain directed term associations is modified to gain the same effect
on document level, namely to calculate recommendations for specific documents. These
automatically determined links can be very useful in terms of positively influencing the
ranking of search results, because these links represent semantic relations between doc-
uments that have been verified in contrast to manually set links e.g. on websites, which
additionally can be automatically evaluated regarding their validity by using this approach.
Also, these automatically determined links provide a basis to rearrange returned search re-
sults based on the semantic relations between them. These approaches will be examined
in later publications in detail.
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